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Summary
One of the most intensely studied regions of the human genome is the Major Histocompatibility
Complex (MHC), a group of genes that occupies approximately 4–6 megabases on the short arm of
chromosome 6. The MHC genes, known in humans as Human Leukocyte Antigen (HLA) genes, are
highly polymorphic and encode molecules involved in the immune response. The MHC database,
dbMHC [http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/mhc], was designed to provide a neutral platform where the
HLA community can submit, edit, view, and exchange MHC data. It currently consists of an
interactive Alignment Viewer for HLA and related genes, an MHC microsatellite database
(dbMHCms), a sequence interpretation site for Sequencing Based Typing (SBT), and a Primer/
Probe database. dbMHC staff are in the process of creating a new database that will house a wide
variety of HLA data including:

• Detailed single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) mapping data of the HLA region

• KIR gene analysis data

• HLA diversity/anthropology data

• Multigene haplotype data

• HLA/disease association data

• Peptide binding prediction data

The MHC database is fully integrated with other NCBI resources, as well as with the
International Histocompatibility Working Group (IHWG) Web site, and provides links to the
IMmunoGeneTics HLA (IMGT/HLA) database.

This chapter provides a detailed description of current dbMHC resources and reviews dbMHC
content and data computation protocols.

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/mhc
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Introduction
The most important known function of HLA genes is the presentation of processed peptides (anti-
gens) to T cells, although there are many genes in the HLA region yet to be characterized, and
work continues to locate and analyze new genes in and around the MHC (1–4). The vast amount
of work required to elucidate the MHC led to a series of International Histocompatibility Work-
shop/Conferences (IHWCs). These conferences were the genesis for the IHWG, a group of
researchers actively involved in projects that lead to shared data resources for the HLA commu-
nity (5–16). dbMHC is a permanent public archive that was conceived by the IHWG and is imple-
mented and hosted by NCBI. This database is intended to be expandable; if you have ideas for
additional resources, please send an email to helmberg@ncbi.nlm.nih.gov.

The staff of the MHC database are currently accepting online submissions for the Primer/
Probe/Mix component of dbMHC. Submissions can include typing data from any of the following:
Sequence Specific Oligonucleotides (SSOs), Sequence Specific Primers (SSPs), SSO and/or
SSP mixes, HLA typing kits, and Sequencing Based Typing (SBT). dbMHC allows submitters to
edit their submissions online at any time.

dbMHC Resources
Box 1 contains information on setting up accounts for using dbMHC.

Alignment Viewer
The Alignment Viewer [http://yar.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:6224/IEB/projects/MHC/luup/MHC.cgi?
cmd=aligndisplay&banner=1] is designed to display pre-compiled allele sequence alignments in
an aligned or FASTA format for selected loci. It offers an interactive display of the alignment,
where users can select alleles, highlight SNPs within the alignment, and change between a
Codon display and a Decade display (blocks of 10 nucleotides). Users can also switch the type of
display, from one where the sequence is completely written out to one where only the differences
between selected sequences and a pre-selected reference sequence are seen. All sequences
displayed in the Alignment Viewer can be downloaded and formatted as alignment, FASTA, or
XML. If the Alignment option is selected, it is up to the user to define how the alignment should
be organized. The Alignment option allows the user to download the entire alignment, or just a
section of it, and also allows the user to specify how the sequence will be displayed (e.g., in
groups of 10 nucleotides or amino acids).

dbMHC can be used as a tool to help design primers/probes, to evaluate the reactivity pat-
terns of potential probes, and to evaluate the polymorphism content of a particular gene.

http://yar.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:6224/IEB/projects/MHC/luup/MHC.cgi?cmd=aligndisplay&banner=1
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MHC Microsatellite Database (dbMHCms)
dbMHCms [http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/mhc/html/STRsearch2.html] contains many of the known
microsatellites across the HLA region and is designed to search for descriptive information, when
available, about these highly heterozygotic short tandem repeats (STRs). The MHC microsatellite
information that users will be able to extract using dbMHCms includes:

• Physical location

• Number and length of known alleles

• Allelic motifs

• Informativity

• Heterozygosity

• Primer sequences

Users will find the markers shown on the dbMHCms Web page useful because they provide
evidence for genetic linkage and/or association of a genomic region with disease susceptibility.
This resource was developed by NCBI in collaboration with A. Foissac, M. Salhi, and Anne Cam-
bon-Thomsen, who provided the original data on MHC microsatellites in a series of updates (17–
19). dbMHCms will be expanded to include the STR markers used in the 13th IHWG workshop.

Sequencing Based Typing (SBT) Interface
The SBT interface [http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/mhc/sbt.cgi?cmd=main] is designed to analyze
sequence information provided by users and provides an interpretation of the sequence that
includes potential allele assignments and division of the sequence into exons and introns.
Sequence can be submitted to the SBT interface by copying and pasting or by uploading from a
file, either as haploid strands or heterozygote sequence. The current format restricts input to text
or FASTA-formatted sequence.

Submitted sequences are aligned to reference locus sequences located in the dbMHC allele
database based on a user-defined degree of nucleotide mismatch. After a brief analysis, the SBT
interface will display exons, introns, and untranslated regions for each sequence. Allele assign-
ments are listed according to matching order. Mismatched nucleotide positions are listed sepa-
rately (in the lower frame of the SBT interface) after selecting Alignment. Note that the SBT
interface analyzes one or more sequences for a single locus. If sequences from multiple loci that
have identical group-specific amplifications are submitted, the SBT interface must be used to ana-
lyze sequences from only one locus at a time.

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/mhc/html/STRsearch2.html
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/mhc/sbt.cgi?cmd=main
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Primer/Probe Database
This database [http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/mhc/probe.cgi?cmd=probe] is designed to provide a
comprehensive and standardized characterization of individual typing primers and probes, as well
as primer and/or probe mixes, and encompasses the following technologies:

1. Probe hybridization using Sequence Specific Oligonucleotides (SSOs).

2. DNA amplification using Sequence Specific Primers (SSPs).

3. Sequencing Based Typing (SBT) protocols. The Primer/Probe database can be used as a
reference resource for probe design and is intended to provide necessary tools for the
exchange of DNA typing data based on the above technologies. This database is com-
posed of a Primer/ Probe Interface and a Typing Kit Interface. Each interface has a series
of interactive frames that allow the user to access different database functions.

Primer/Probe Interface
The Primer/Probe Interface provides information on individual reagents used for the typing of
MHC or MHC-related loci. Users can access this information through the multiple functional
frames within the interface. The words “primers” and “probes” represent SSOs, SSPs, SSP
mixes, SSO mixes, and their combinations, which include nested PCR or SSO hybridization on
group-specific amplifications. Nested PCR and group-specific amplification are both based on a
primary amplification with an SSP mix.

Selection of Primers/Probes
The process of selecting a primer/probe begins by entering information in the upper frame of the
Primer/Probe Interface page. Users enter search options for primers, probes, and mixes, which
are grouped by type (SSO, SSP, SSO mix, and SSP mix), locus, and source (submitting institu-
tion). Primers/probes can also be selected by entering either the global or local name into the
search field. Once this information is entered, the lower frame fills in with the Primer/Probe List-
ing. Primers/probes that are then selected by the user within the Primer/Probe Listing will be
displayed in the large scroll box (in the upper frame) and can be downloaded in XML format.

Primer/Probe Listing
This function is found in the lower frame of the Primer/Probe Interface page. Results of a Primer/
Probe selection are displayed here and will include a unique global ID, local name, source, locus,
and type for each primer/probe result. The Global Name (global ID) of each result provides a link
to the Primer/Probe View or Mix View functions, and the check box associated with each primer/
probe/mix can be used to generate a list of items in the Primer/Probe Interface for subsequent
download in XML format.

Box 2 contains information on global IDs.

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/mhc/probe.cgi?cmd=probe
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Primer/Probe View
The Primer/Probe View is located in the upper frame of the Primer/Probe Interface and appears
as a result of selecting a global ID. This view will display the entire set of data of the SSP and/or
SSO primers and/or probes that the user had selected in the Primer/Probe Interface. The data
displayed include:

• Local name

• Locus as specified by the submitter

• Global ID

• Date of last change (“last modified”)

• Probe orientation as specified by the submitter

• Corresponding allele sequence (Allele Seq:)

• Reagent type

• Optional filter, i.e., pre-amplification

• Version number

• Probe sequence (Probe Seq:)

• The annealing position of the 3' end of the probe as specified by the submitter

• Probe stringency

Primer/Probe View offers links that will enable a user to edit primer/probe information, change
primer/probe stringency, and allow users to list alleles detected by a probe with a sequence
alignment. If a list of alleles detected by a primer/probe without sequence alignment is wanted,
Primer/Probe View can do this as well. Select Listed, and the results will be displayed in the
Primer/Probe Allele Reactivities Listing.

Primer/Probe Edit
The primer/probe edit function allows users to enter new primers/probes into dbMHC or allows
users to edit existing primer/probe data. All but the following three fields can be edited (these
fields are set by dbMHC):

• Global ID

• Version number
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• Date of last change

Within the primer/probe edit frame, there is an alternative input field for primer/probe
sequence called Allele Sequence. If primer or probe orientation is set to “reverse”, the Allele
Sequence field will reverse complement the allele sequence as displayed in the alignment to
generate the appropriate primer/probe sequence.

Before submitting primer/probe data, a user should define the matching stringency of the
primer or probe in the Annealing Stringency field. Once the user has selected the matching strin-
gency, the probe can be submitted. Submission of a primer/probe triggers dbMHC to begin an
allele reactivity calculation that is based on the primer/probe sequence and the selected matching
stringency. The result of this calculation is a list of alleles that might be detected by the submitted
primer/probe. The user will find this detectable allele list in the Reactive Allele Listing (lower
frame).

Alignment, on the Primer/Probe View, opens a sequence alignment in the lower frame,
which is the reactive allele alignment.

Reactive Allele Listing
The Reactive Allele Listing is located in the lower frame of the Primer/Probe Interface. It lists the
alleles that might be detected by a selected primer/probe or mix (Boxes 3 and 4).

Reactive Allele Alignment
Selecting Aligned from the Primer/Probe View results in a display of the reactive allele alignment
in the lower frame of the Primer/Probe Interface. It displays the alleles that might be detected by a
certain primer/probe or mix in alignment with that primer/probe sequence. By default, the first 20
alleles detected by the primer/probe or mix will be displayed. The frame for the reactive allele
alignment also allows a submitter to set or edit the Allele Reactivity Score of a primer/probe in this
frame. If a submitter chooses to not set a reactivity score, then dbMHC sets the submitter reactiv-
ity score to “not edited”. dbMHC will also calculate a system reactivity score for the primer/probe
based on the primer/probe sequence and matching stringency. Colored option boxes indicate
dbMHC's reactivity score for the primer/probe, whereas dots within the option boxes indicate the
submitter's reactivity score. If the submitter's score (see Box 5) is set and differs from dbMHC's
score, the dbMHC score box changes to a warning color.

The alignment position of the 3' end of the probe is recorded for each allele. Both the sense
and the reverse alignment positions are displayed if the alignment represents an SSP mix.

Only users with permission from an account administrator will be able to edit or add additional
alleles to a Reactive Allele Listing for a particular primer/probe or mix. To edit the allele reactivity
list, mark the “edit reactivity list” check box in the reactive allele alignment frame.

Mix View
The Mix View function is located in the upper frame of the Primer/Probe Interface and can be
accessed via the link on the global ID of the Primer/Probe Listing page.
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It displays an entire set of mix data for selected SSO and SSP mixes:

• Local name

• Mix type

• Locus as specified by the submitter

• Optional filter, i.e., pre-amplification

• Global ID

• Version number

• Date of last change

• List of probes as mix elements

• Mix stringency

The Mix View function contains links to the Mix Element function, where users can change or
add elements of a mix. Users will also find links to the Reactive Allele Listing, where they may list
alleles detected by a selected mix or selected individual elements of a mix that do not have a
sequence alignment. Finally, users will find links to the reactive allele alignment function, where
they can view alleles with sequence alignments that are detected by a selected mix or selected
individual elements of a mix.

Mix Edit
The Mix Edit function is located in the upper frame of the Primer/Probe Interface and allows users
to enter new mixes or to edit existing mix data. Users can edit all but the following three fields
(these fields are set by dbMHC):

• Global ID

• Version number

• Date of last change

Annealing stringency defines the cumulative matching stringency of the elements of the mix.
For SSP mixes, both the sense and the reverse primer must react with the allele with at least the
defined stringency.
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Mix Element
The Mix Element function is located in the lower frame of the Primer/Probe Interface and allows
users to add elements to a mix or edit existing elements of a mix. To use the Mix Element func-
tion, the user must first specify the mix to be altered in the Mix Edit function and define a source
for the primers/probes that the user wants listed. The mix element function displays only SSO
probes for SSO mixes and displays SSP probes from SSP mixes in a sense column and a
reverse orientation column. For mixes that contain probes from different sources, users must
enter the mix elements separately.

Typing Kit Interface
The Typing Kit Interface [http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/mhc/kit.cgi?cmd=main] is the gateway to
information on individual typing kits used for typing MHC or MHC-related loci. Users can access
this information through multiple functional frames within the interface. Typing kits contained
within the Typing Kit Interface consist of SSOs, SSO mixes, or SSP mixes. Elements of typing
kits may interact with unamplified DNA, pre-amplified DNA, or several distinct groups of pre-
amplified DNA within one locus (e.g., two different amplifications of a certain exon using a distinct
variation). The elements of each typing kit will react in characteristic patterns with individual alle-
les. These patterns can be used to determine allelic variants or a group of allelic variants within a
locus (see Box 6).

Selection of the Typing Kit
Use the Typing Kit Interface to enter search parameters for typing kits. Typing kits are grouped
by:

• Type: SSO, SSP

• Locus

• Source: the submitting institution

Typing kits can also be selected by typing either the global or local name into the search field.
Search results, based on user-selected parameters, will be displayed in the Typing Kit Listing,

which appears in the lower frame of the Typing Kit Interface. Typing kits selected from the Typing
Kit Listing will be displayed in the large scroll box (of the upper frame). They either can be used
for combined pattern interpretation of multiple kits or downloaded in XML format.

Typing Kit Listing
The Typing Kit Listing is displayed in the lower frame of the Typing Kit Interface. On the basis of
the criteria selected, kits are listed with their unique global ID, local name, source, locus, and
type. The global ID for each kit provides a link to the Typing Kit View (upper frame of the Typing
Kit Interface). The check boxes associated with each typing kit are used to generate a list of items
in the Kit Select view for subsequent interpretation of a pattern or for download in XML format.

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/mhc/kit.cgi?cmd=main
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Typing Kit View
The Typing Kit View (upper frame of the Typing Kit Interface) lists the entire set of primer/probe
data for selected SSO and SSP kits. Typing kit probe data include:

• Local name

• Kit type

• Locus (with or without group-specific pre-amplifications)

• Global ID

• Version number

• Batch

If List Elements from the Typing Kit View is selected, the Typing Kit Elements list provides
links to the kit components. Users will also find links to the Edit Kit Locus Groups and Elements
page, where they can edit kit information, or they can use Save kit as... to access the New Typ-
ing Kit function, where they can create a new kit based on a currently displayed one (see Box 7).

Typing Kit Elements
Typing Kit Elements is displayed in the lower frame of the Typing Kit Interface and is used to dis-
play all of the elements (components) within a particular typing kit. This function will group the kit
elements according to the kit locus groups and will display them as an ordered list. The global ID
of each kit element serves as a link to either the Mix View or the Primer/Probe View of this ele-
ment.

Edit Kit Locus: Groups and Elements
The Typing Kit Interface Locus: function (upper frame) can be considered a switchboard for
assembling a typing kit for dbMHC, although kit name, batch, and type must be edited using the
New Typing Kit function, accessed from New Kit on the Typing Kit Interface. The kit's global ID
number, version number, and the date of last change are set by dbMHC. Users wanting to edit
elements of a particular kit must select a particular locus first and then select Add locus group or
Edit locus group, which will open the Edit Locus Group Elements page in the lower frame of the
browser (see Box 8).

Edit Locus Group Elements
The kit group function is located in the lower frame of the Typing Kit Interface and allows a user to
add single elements to, or remove single elements from, a kit group. The kit group frame displays
the elements for a particular locus selected by the user in the kit locus function. If the typing kit of
interest is an SSO kit, only SSO or SSO mixes will be displayed. If the typing kit is an SSP kit,
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only SSP mixes will be displayed. Users can then add a primer/probe to the displayed group ele-
ments by clicking on a particular primer/probe in the left column and can remove a primer/probe
from the group by selecting that element and clicking Remove.

New Typing Kit
Access to the kit edit function, New Kit, is found in the upper frame of the Typing Kit Interface
and allows a user to enter or modify the name, batch, and type of typing kit. Users may change
the kit type so long as the kit does not yet contain any element or group.

Typing Kit Interpretation
Access to the typing kit interpretation function, Interpret, is found on the Typing Kit Interface. It
provides an online typing pattern interpretation tool. Typing kit reactivity patterns can be analyzed
one at a time. Several typing kits that are used to type one sample can be analyzed in combina-
tion. An order number represents each element of a typing kit. This number provides a link to the
probe reactivity alignment view of each element. The display also indicates whether, and for
which elements, an allele-specific amplification has been used. Reactivity patterns can be
entered either as a string or via the graphical display. Both the graphical display and the text field
will update each other. The string entry accepts “1”, “+” for positive reactivity, “0”,“-” for negative
reactivity, “n” for not tested, “w” for weak reactivity, and “?” for undetermined. The graphic entry
symbols are green for positive reactivity, orange for weak reactivity, yellow for undetermined,
white for negative reactivity, and gray for “not tested”. Users can preset the main reactivity by
selecting one reactivity option and clicking on Set All. If the option cycle has been selected,
repeated clicking on one reactivity field of a kit will cycle through all possible reactivities.

The reactivity string or pattern entered will be interpreted as a heterozygote allele combina-
tion. Multiple kits can be combined. Users can set the degree of tolerance, which limits the num-
ber of false-positive or false-negative reactivities per locus. Each locus is analyzed separately.
Allele assignments for each locus are listed according to the number of false-positive/false-
negative reactivities.

Typing Kit Pattern
Selecting Pattern from the Typing Kit Interface results in a display (in the lower frame) of a cross-
tab view of allele reactivities of an individual typing kit. Alleles are listed in rows, and kit elements
are listed in columns. Each element of a typing kit is represented by the respective order number.
This number provides a link to the probe reactivity alignment view of each element. The display
also indicates whether and for which elements an allele-specific amplification has been used.

A “+” with a green background signals a detection of an allele by a kit element, a “w” with an
orange background signals a weak detection, a “?” with a yellow background signals a lack of
information, and an “r” with a red background signals a rejected interaction, although originally
suggested by the prediction algorithm. If a kit is designed to detect only a subset of alleles, the
display will be limited to this subset (see Box 9).
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Database Content
The data submitted to dbMHC are stored in a Microsoft SQL (MSSQL) relational database. Table
1 is a data dictionary that defines dbMHC's database tables or record sets. For each dbMHC
table, the data dictionary provides the table name, a column name, the data type in a particular
table, and a summary comment.

Table 1. Data dictionary.

Table name Column name Data type Column comment

allele allele_nr int Unique identifier allele instance.
allele_id int Identifier for each allele.
allele_name varchar(30) Full allele name defined by IHWG.
allele_short varchar(30) Common use allele name.
allele_group int Group associated with allele.
compound_nr int Number identifying to which compound allele is a member.
locus_id int Number identifying to which locus allele is a member.
active tinyint Status labeling current active allele for this allele_id.
db_version_nr int IHWG database version to which this allele belongs.
user_id int Identifier or user who created/updated allele.
user_date datetime Date when record was created/updated.

block block_nr int Unique identifier for block instance.
block_id int Identifier for each block.
block_ord int Sequence order for each block.
block_type varchar(1) Defines block type.
locus_id int Identifier for locus for which block is a member.
ref_pos int Start reference position.
ref_length int Reference length.
working_pos int Start working position.
working_length int Working length.
block_name varchar(20) Common name.
active tinyint Status of row.
db_version_nr int IHWG database version to which this block belongs.

compound locus_id int Locus identifier.
compound_nr int Compound number.

job_trans trans_nr int Unique identifier for transaction.
app_name varchar(30) Application name that processes transaction.
app_arg varchar(30) Arguments to processing application.
create_date datetime Time created.
start_date datetime Time application started processing transaction.
end_date datetime Time application completed processing transaction.
status int Current status of transaction.
priority int Defines priority level.
message varchar(255) Any message that the processing application wants to record.

kit kit_nr int Unique identifier for kit instance.
kit_id int Kit identifier.
kit_local_id int Submitter identifier.
version_nr int Version number of kit.
kit_name varchar(30) Submitter name.
kit_global_id varchar(30) NCBI-defined name.
kit_batch varchar(30) Submitter batch.
type int Type.
active tinyint Status labeling current active kit for this kit_id.
source_id int Source identifier.
user_id int User identifier.
user_date datetime Date created/updated.
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Table name Column name Data type Column comment

kit_locus kit_locus_nr int Unique identifier for kit locus instance.
kit_nr int
kit_id int Kit identifier.
locus_id int Locus identifier.
locus_order_nr int Order for loci to be used.
filter_id int Filter identifier.
tube_id int Tube identifier.
tube_order_nr int Order for tube to be used.
active tinyint Status labeling current active kit locus for this kit id.
user_id int User identifier.
user_date datetime Date created/updated.

locus locus_id int Identifier for locus.
locus_NCBI_id varchar(30) NCBI locus identifier.
locus_name varchar(30) Common name.
display_id int Identifier of allele that should be used as the display reference.
ref_id int Identifier of reference allele.
locus_MIM_id int MIM locus identifier.
locus_pub_id int PubMed locus identifier.
display_order int Order number for display.

mhc_snp locus_id int Identifier for locus.
ref_pos int Reference position.
ref_offset int Reference offset.
subsnp_id int dbSNP's ss number.
snp_length int SNP's length.

pos_conv compound_nr int Compound number.
working_pos int Working position.
ref_pos int Reference position.
ref_offset int Reference offset.
blast_pos int BLAST position.

probe_working probe_working_nr int Unique identifier for each row.
tube_nr int Unique identifier for tube instance.
probe_id int Tube (probe) identifier.
user_id int User identifier.
user_date datetime Date created/updated.
active tinyint Active status.
sequence varchar(255) Working sequence.

sequence seq_type int Sequence type.
seq_nr int Sequence number.
seq_ord int Sequence order.
sequence varchar(255) Character sequence.

session cur_session_nr int Current session number.
next_session_nr int Next avaliable session number.
user_id int User identifier.
create_date datetime Date created/updated.

source source_nr int Unique identifier source instance.
source_id int Source identifier.
source_code varchar(3) Source code for use in naming tubes and kits.
institution varchar(50) Source name.
admin_id int User identifier for administrator for source.
address varchar(50) Address.
city varchar(50) City.
state varchar(50) State.
postal_code varchar(20) Postal code.
country varchar(50) Country.
phone varchar(30) Phone number.
fax varchar(30) Fax number.
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Table name Column name Data type Column comment

email varchar(50) Email address.
active tinyint Status labeling current active source for this source id.
user_id int User identifier.
user_date datetime Date created/updated.
options int Not used.
info varchar(255) Comments/general information.

tube tube_nr int Unique identifier for tube instance.
tube_id int Tube identifier.
tube_name varchar(30) Submitter name.
tube_global_id varchar(30) NCBI-defined name.
filter_id int Filter identifier.
source_id int Source identifier.
source_date datetime Not used.
type int Type.
sense tinyint Orientation.
locus_id int Locus identifier.
ref_pos int Submitted reference position.
ref_offset int Submitted reference offset.
stringency int Stringency set for annealing results.
active tinyint Status labeling current active tube for this tube_id.
user_id int User identifier.
user_date datetime Date created/updated.
recalc_date datetime Not used.
db_version int IHWG database version to which this tube belongs.
info varchar(255) Comments/general information.
sequence varchar(255) Submitted sequence.
source_nr int

tube_allele tube_allele_nr int Unique identifier for tube allele instance.
tube_id int Tube identifier.
locus_id int Locus identifier.
allele_id int Allele identifier.
user_status int User status.
system_status int System status.
ref_pos int Reference position.
ref_offset int Reference offset.
block_nr int Not used.
score real Annealing score.
working_pos int Working position.
for_tube_id int Forward tube identifier.
for_working_pos int Forward working position.
rev_tube_id int Reverse tube identifier.
rev_working_pos int Reverse working position.
sense tinyint Orientation.
seq_known int Sequence known (sequence fully defined).
active tinyint Status labeling current active tube allele for this tube_id allele_id

combination.
user_id int User identifier.
user_date datetime Date created/updated.

tube_probe tube_probe_nr int Unique identifier for tube probe instance.
tube_nr int Unique identifier for tube instance.
probe_id int Tube identifier for sub tube in mix.
tube_id int Tube identifier.
active tinyint Status labeling current active tube probe for this tube_id probe_id

combination.
users user_id int User identifier.

user_date datetime Date created/updated.
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Table name Column name Data type Column comment

user_nr int Unique identifier for user instance.
user_id int User identifier.
first_name varchar(30) First name.
last_name varchar(30) Last name.
login varchar(30) Login.
pwd varchar(30) Password.
source_id int Source identifier.
phone varchar(30) Phone number.
fax varchar(30) Fax number.
email varchar(50) Email address.
create_probe tinyint Permission to create probe.
create_kit tinyint Permission to create kit.
modify_probe tinyint Permission to modify probe.
modify_react tinyint Permission to modify reactivity.
modify_kit tinyint Permission to modify kit.
info varchar(255) Comments/general information.
active tinyint Status labeling current active user for this user_id.
createdby_id int Created by identifier (another user_id).
created_date datetime Date created/updated.
source_admin tinyint Is user_id an administrator for source?

The relationships between dbMHC database tables are depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Physical model of the relationships among dbMHC database tables.

Primer/Probe Database
dbMHC's primer/probe database or interface is not curated. As such, the accuracy of the informa-
tion presented in this database is dependent entirely upon the accuracy of the data submitted to
dbMHC.

We suggest that each primer or probe submitted should be characterized by its complete
sequence. In cases where submission of the complete sequence is impossible because the
sequence information is considered proprietary, dbMHC offers the option to submit partial
sequences. Submitted primer/probe specifications should comply with American Society of Histo-
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compatibility and Immunogenetics (ASHI) (20) and European Federation of Immunogenetics
(EFI) (21) standards for primers/probes used in histocompatibility DNA testing. If the submitted
sequence contains fewer than 10 nucleotides, the submitter must also provide the position of the
3' end of the probe within the alignment of a locus. This additional information is necessary
because the likelihood of a primer/probe reactivity calculation producing multiple erroneous
alignment positions becomes too great if dbMHC calculates it with fewer than 10 nucleotides.

Reagent Allele Reactivity Prediction
The allele reactivity prediction tool for primers and probes available through dbMHC presents
calculations based solely on sequence similarity and can therefore offer only suggestions for the
possible allele reactivities of individual primers and probes. Users should not consider this tool to
be 100% accurate. A reliable prediction of primer/probe allele reactivities requires complete
sequence information, as well as reaction data that include annealing temperature and magne-
sium concentration. Because these data are not consistently available to dbMHC, we are unable
to offer more than a suggestion for primer/probe allele reactivity.

Computation of Primer/Probe–Allele Interaction Stringency
dbMHC uses sequence comparisons to create a sequence interaction match or stringency grade
that is compiled within a penalizing system. dbMHC's starting point for grading the interaction
between a primer/probe and an allele is 100%, with each difference in sequence between the
primer/probe and the allele causing a reduction in the remaining match grade by a certain per-
centage. The primary factors dbMHC uses to compute stringency grading include:

• Nucleotide differences

• Nucleotide position and primer/probe type

Nucleotide Differences
dbMHC divides nucleotide interactions into five categories: perfect match, high match, medium
match, poor match, and no match. dbMHC defines these categories by using the purine and
pyrimidine interaction between the allele and the primer/probe, as well as the number of hydrogen
bonds affected during the virtual pairing of the allele with the primer/probe. See Table 2.

Table 2. Penalties for nucleotide mismatches.

Probe DNA template

A T G C
A 0.56 0 0.42 0.69
T 0 0.54 0.42 0.65
G 0.67 0.63 0.56 0
C 0.9 0.94 0 1

Penalties calculated according to Peyret et al. (22).
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Nucleotide Position and Primer/Probe Type
dbMHC uses a penalty system based on nucleotide position in its calculation of SSO/SSP interac-
tions with different alleles. The system dbMHC uses indicates the extent to which an individual
nucleotide position will affect the interaction stringency grade in a worst-case scenario, where
guanines are in opposing sequence positions or cytosines are in opposing sequence positions.
The maximum penalty given in the system is in the middle of an SSO and at the 3' end of an
SSP, as shown in Tables 3 and 4.

Table 3. Position penalties for SSP nucleotide mismatches.

5' 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 3'

0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.12 0.17 0.21 0.25 0.30 0.50 0.90
Primer T T T C T T C A C C T C C G T G T C
DNA

template
T T T C T T C A C A T C C G T G T C

Match score calculation for SSPs.
An 18-mer primer anneals to a mismatched DNA. Primer and template are shown in the sense orientation. The substitution of C with A
leads to the mismatch C-T with a penalty of 0.94 (refer to Table 2).
This position has a 6% influence on the overall probe reactivity.
The overall probe score is 1 − (0.06 × 0.94) = 0.94.

Table 4. Position penalties for SSO nucleotide mismatches.

5' 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 3'

0.22 0.22 0.34 0.34 0.70 0.70 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.70 0.70 0.34 0.34 0.22 0.22
Probe T T T C T T C A C A T C C G T G T C C C
DNA

template
T T T C T C C A C A T C C G T G T C C C

Match score calculation for SSO probes.
A 20-mer SSO anneals to a mismatched DNA. Both probe and template are shown in the sense orientation. The substitution of T with C
leads to the probe-template mismatch T-G with a penalty of 0.42 (refer to Table 2).
This position has a 70% influence on the overall probe reactivity.
The overall probe score is 1 − (0.7 × 0.42) = 0.71.

If the initial interaction stringency grade for a particular primer/probe–allele interaction is
100% and a mismatch occurs in a position that carries a penalty of 100%, then dbMHC will
reduce the interaction stringency grade to 0%. If the mismatch occurs in a position that carries a
penalty of 95%, dbMHC will reduce the interaction stringency grade to 5%. A more detailed
example [ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/mhc/html/annealinghelp.html] of how dbMHC computes primer/probe
interaction stringency is available online.

dbMHC's reactive allele alignment algorithm searches for sequences with a match grade
above the stringency level set by the submitter of each probe. Currently, the search algorithm
searches within all loci that are part of dbMHC. Within each locus, the algorithm constructs com-
pound sequences that represent the combined polymorphic positions of alleles of the same
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length. Alleles with insertions or deletions are handled separately. If a primer or probe matches
with a certain position within the compound, all contributing alleles are checked for that position,
whether or not they match.

The reactive allele alignment algorithm will check within a specified locus for sequences that
have a match grade in accordance with primer/probe specifications at a user-indicated position.
The algorithm then extends SSPs toward the 5' end of the probe, to a maximum of 10
nucleotides, and extends both sides of SSOs a maximum of 15 nucleotides, observing all poly-
morphic positions in matching alleles. The resulting probe extension is then used by the align-
ment algorithm to check for cross-reactivities within other loci.

If the submitted primer/probe sequence is shorter than 10 nucleotides and the user submits a
score that accepts certain alleles and rejects others, the reactive allele alignment algorithm will
use this information to refine the probe extension. If the probe submitter rejects all alleles contain-
ing a unique sequence motif in the vicinity of the probe sequence, the algorithm will generate the
extended probe sequence such that it does not match the unique sequence motif.

Integration with Other Resources

NCBI Links
The dbMHC provides a set of internal links to other NCBI resource homepages through either the
black “quick link” bar located at the top of the dbMHC homepage or through the rotating HLA
molecule located at the top left-hand corner of the dbMHC homepage. These links will take users
to the following NCBI resources:

• PubMed

• Nucleotide

• Protein

• OMIM

• BLAST

• Molecular Modeling database (MMdb)

The dbMHC Alignment Viewer provides locus-level linkage to NCBI's LocusLink and to
dbSNP at the individual SNP level.

Graphic View
The Graphic View page is a hyperlink-enabled representation of the MHC region on chromosome
6. Locus-level links from the Graphic View page include:
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• dbSNP (at the SNP haplotype level)

• Map View

• LocusLink

• OMIM

• Nucleotide

• Protein

• PubMed

• Structure

• Books

The header and link column sections of dbMHC's Graphic View are the same as those on the
main page. The content section of this page contains a selection box, called Choose Linked
Resource, and three horizontally arranged sections, called Chromosome 6, HLA Class I, and HLA
Class II. Genes listed in the HLA Class II section act as hyperlinks to the Web resource selected
in Choose Linked Resource.

External Links
Currently, dbMHC provides links (from the left sidebar) to the following external sites:

The MHC haplotype project.
The International Histocompatibility Working Group (IHWG). Links to individual IHWG

projects are listed in the text portion of the homepage.
The IMmunoGeneTics (IMGT)/HLA database. Links to the IMGT/HLA database are also

located on the allele selection page. Users can access the allele selection page by selecting Alle-
les on the dbMHC Alignment Viewer. When Alleles is selected, each of the listed allele names
on the allele selection page links directly to the IMGT/HLA allele-specific information page at the
gene–allele level.
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Box 1: dbMHC guests and dbMHC accounts.
A user can access dbMHC resources as a guest, that is, without having or being a member of an account. However, dbMHC guests
will be unable to submit data to dbMHC or edit existing data. Data from a guest session will not be saved from session to session or
even from frame to frame. Guests do have the option to download data from a particular session.

To create a dbMHC account, select the “Create an Account” from the left sidebar of the dbMHC homepage. Here, you will
provide institutional information and specify an account administrator. Only the account administrator is allowed to do the following:

• Enter new users.

• View or edit existing users.

• Change user permissions. This includes permission to modify allele reactivities and to enter new primers/probes/mixes or
typing kits and to modify existing ones.

• Edit institutional information.
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Box 2: Global IDs.
Upon submission, dbMHC creates a unique global ID number for each primer/probe/mix/kit submitted. This global ID consists of
three letters for the submitting institution and seven digits.

dbMHC uses the global ID number to store the entire history of a reagent. The global ID number will never change, but every
time a user edits the sequence of a submitted primer/probe/mix/kit, that edit is given an incremental version number. Thus, all
previous versions of a particular primer/probe/mix/kit are consequently accessible, and submitted primers/probes/mixes/kits can
never be deleted.

A “local name” is the identifier given by submitters to their primers and probes.
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Box 3: Primer/probe reactivity.
Reactivity scores characterize the reactivity between a primer/probe and an allele for primers and probes and are listed below:

• Positive: probe anneals with allele.

• Weak: probe anneals sometimes with allele.

• Unclear: annealing cannot be predicted, no empirical information, allele has not been sequenced at the annealing
position.

• Negative: probe does not anneal.dbMHC calculates primer/probe reactivity based on sequence similarity only and does
not take into account laboratory experimental conditions such as magnesium concentration, temperature, etc.
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Box 4: Submitter's reactivity scores vs. dbMHC reactivity scores.
A submitter's reactivity score can differ from the dbMHC's calculated reactivity score. If there is disparity between the submitter's
score and the dbMHC score, users should regard the submitter's score as reliable. In cases of unexplainable disagreement,
however, users should contact the submitting institution for further information.
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Box 5: Setting allele reactivity scores.
A submitter can set individual allele reactivity scores either one-by-one or in a batch. The allele reactivity score for all alleles or for
individual alleles that are unedited can be set the same as dbMHC's proposed allele reactivity score.

If the user chooses to set the reactivity score as a batch, be aware that alleles within the batch that are not currently displayed
will be scored as well. If the user makes a mistake in the scoring, Reset will reset the reactivity scores to the values present at the
beginning of the session.

Submit stores the edited scores in the database. Once submitted, allele reactivity scores cannot be automatically reset to their
prior value.

Submitting allele reactivity scores will trigger a new dbMHC allele reactivity calculation. If the submitted primer/probe sequence
is shorter than 10 nucleotides, dbMHC will use the score information of the alleles to extend the probe sequence.
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Box 6: Versions of a typing kit.
All typing kits are identified by a global ID that is created by dbMHC, which will store the entire history of changes made to a typing
kit. An incremental version number is given to every editing session of a typing kit; thus, even if some or all elements of a kit were
deleted or altered by a user during an editing session, previous versions of the kit and kit elements will still be available.
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Box 7: Creating a virtual kit.
If a primer/probe within an existing typing kit malfunctions and a user created a modification of the primer/probe, that modified
primer/probe is considered by dbMHC to be an entirely new probe.

The kit that contains this modified primer/probe is considered by dbMHC as an entirely new kit. Therefore, when entering a
sequence modification of primer/probe within a kit, a submitter must create a new kit by using Save kit as located within New
Typing Kit.

Save kit as will create a copy of the existing kit. The user can then rename the copy of the existing kit, virtually creating a new
kit. The user can then go to the kit element frame, Edit Kit Locus Groups and Elements, to remove the old primer/probe from the
new kit and replace it with the modified primer/probe.
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Box 8: Typing kit locus “groups”.
HLA typing kits are usually used to detect alleles in one or more loci. Within a typing kit, a particular locus and an optional pre-
amplification define what is termed a "group". Thus, one typing kit can contain several groups, with each group either consisting of
the same locus and a different pre-amplification (or no pre-amplification) or consisting of different loci (with or without pre-
amplification).
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Box 9: Some dbMHC/browser limitations.

• Because of operating system limitations, the Alignment Viewer can only display up to 300 nucleotides in one line if the browser
is Internet Explorer, whereas Netscape is not restricted by this limitation.

• Several essential parts of dbMHC are based on Javascript interaction and dynamic text generation within a page. Users must
be aware that many browsers are unable to properly interpret and display Javascript-generated text.

• Netscape version 4.76 does not check for browser content size changes; therefore, users must manually resize to trigger the
correct size recognition. Users may resize contents by using a "post" command, which will lead to a new download of the initial
request instead of simply resizing the window.

• Netscape 4.7 may sometimes cause fatal errors and does not allow users to copy and paste sequences from the alignment to
the probe sequence field in the probe edit function.

• Internet Explorer version 5.5 and Netscape version 6.2 will correctly interface with dbMHC.


